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Abstract: The NASA Dawn spacecraft visited asteroid 4 Vesta between 2011 and 2012 and dwarf
planet 1 Ceres between 2015 and 2018 to investigate their surfaces through optical and hyperspec-
tral imaging and their composition through gamma-ray and neutron spectroscopy. For the global
mapping investigation of both proto-planets, geologic mappers employed Geographic Information
System (GIS) software to map 15 quadrangles using optical and hyperspectral data and to produce
views of the geologic evolution through individual maps and research papers. While geologic
mapping was the core motivation of the mapping investigation, the project never aimed to pro-
duce homogeneous and consistent map representations. The chosen mapping approach and its
implementation led to a number of inconsistencies regarding cartographic representation, includ-
ing differential generalization through varying mapping scales, topologic inconsistencies, lack of
semantic integrity, and scale consistency, and ultimately, to the management of reusable research
data. Ongoing data acquisition during the mapping phase created additional challenges for the
homogenization of mapping results and a potential derivation of a global map. This contribution
reviews cartographic and data perspectives on the mapping investigation of Ceres and highlights
(a) data sources, (b) the cartographic concept, (c) mapping conduct, and (d) dissemination as well
as research-data management arrangements. It furthermore discusses decisions and experiences
made during mapping and finishes with a set of recommendations from the viewpoint of the
cartographic sciences.

Keywords: planetary remote sensing; planetary cartography; cartographic object models; planetary
geologic mapping; geoinformation systems; data models; map templates; research data management

1. Introduction and Background
1.1. Background

The planetary geologic exploration of Solar System bodies is a fundamental part of
planetary sciences and targets the development of an understanding of planetary evolution
under exogenic and endogenic forces. Over recent decades, hundreds of geologic inves-
tigations and maps have been published, starting with mapping investigations at small
map scales for the Geologic Atlas of the Moon in the early 1960s based on orbital and in
situ data [1,2]. Beyond fundamental scientific questions and landing-site characterizations,
geologic mapping has become of major importance when analyzing the potential for future
mineral exploitation and extraction, e.g., through resource mining [3]. In its most general
form, planetary geologic mapping describes an investigation method in which planetary
surfaces are classified and mapped according to homogeneous material units that have
been formed through a distinct process during a distinct time in geologic history. The aim of
such investigations is to understand the geologic formation history of planets, moons, and
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other small planetary bodies. Map products derived from such investigations thus combine
information about surface materials (units), formation processes, as well as relative and
absolute timing along with the unit’s spatial distribution in its explicitly mapped lateral
as well as implicitly displayed vertical directions [4]. Geological maps, therefore, depict
the spatio-temporal relationships of planetary surface materials and processes. As such,
mapping is one of the most important tools of planetary geology, in which Earth-based
principles are applied to other planetary objects in order to break down complex settings
and to gain in-depth insights about the origins of units [2,5,6].

As of today, planetary geologic mapping is based on orbital data, mainly as in situ
exploration by rovers cannot cover significant areal extents. The majority of planetary
geological maps are based on the comparative analysis of optical images, multi- and hyper-
spectral images, high-energy data, radar data, as well as derivative products developed at
ground facilities, such as digital terrain models (DTM). A comprehensive summary of the
building blocks of mapping as foundational data products is discussed in Ref. [7]. With the
increase in scientific and technological developments since the beginning of sensor-based
planetary exploration around the 1960s, the quality and quantity of planetary data increased
and mapping could be conducted at much larger map scales and smaller spatial extents.

Planetary geologic maps are commonly created during investigations that are re-
gionally confined to a specific research area, and they are published as image subsets
or supplements to research papers [8]. They follow no particular convention, and their
layout, contents, and quality differ largely from publication to publication. In a few cases,
large map sheets are published as dedicated mapping investigations although outlets
are relatively sparse [9]. The majority of planetary geologic maps, however, have been
published through coordinated programs headed by the United States Geological Sur-
vey (USGS) and funded by NASA or through support from dedicated national funding
programs. Those maps and associated reports remain in the public domain and may be
downloaded or ordered as analog copies from the survey’s data warehouse in which a
metadata catalog is maintained. In addition to the USGS mapping program [10,11] and
the traditional data archives such as the Planetary Data System [12] and the Planetary
Science Archive [13], a number of institutional and community efforts exist to coordinate
the collection of spatial information and maps, such as the International Planetary Data
Alliance (IPDA) [14], NASA/USGS Mapping and Planetary Spatial Infrastructure Team
(MAPSIT) [15], or Planmap [16–18]. Recent efforts have been looking beyond the traditional
pipeline, leading to the archival of data and maps, and focusing on investigating topics such
as the implementation of data infrastructures with associated research data management in
the planetary domain [7,19–24].

Until today, the initial geologic mapping investigations of the proto-planets Vesta and
Ceres are the only modern large-scale efforts that have not been led by the USGS but were
part of an investigation that was carried out alongside the ongoing data acquisition in
orbit around Vesta and Ceres [25–27]. The geologic mapping campaign was developed to
provide a systematic and initial characterization of the global and regional geology of both
planetary bodies. This investigation aimed to provide context for

1. Other instrument teams onboard Dawn, aiming to determine their geochemistry and
mineralogy using a hyperspectral imager and a gamma-ray and neutron detector;

2. The larger planetary-science community for subsequent studies [28,29].

The major aim of the geologic mapping investigation of Ceres was to develop an
understanding of the global geology and chronostratigraphy of Ceres through iterative
geologic mapping at low and high spatial resolution during the mission’s lifetime [29] and
depending on the data return from low- and high-altitude orbits. More specifically, the
mapping investigation includes the identification of the origin of various surface features
and their spatial distribution, the identification and mapping of geologic units, and the
identification and characterization of stratigraphic relationships. The mapping approach
was different from other mapping investigations as data kept arriving when mapping
already started using survey, high-altitude, and lower-resolution data [29].
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The detailed geological reasoning has been discussed in more detail in the introductory
papers to this Special Issues on the geologic mapping of Ceres and Vesta [28–30] and in
individual contributions to the Special Issue.

1.2. Objectives

The background described above provides the motivation for reviewing the mapping
investigation at Ceres from a cartographic viewpoint and from the viewpoint of contem-
porary research-data management needs and to investigate the chosen approach and the
potential reuse value. More specifically, this contribution tries to

1. Review and discuss the cartographic object model under the project’s boundary
constraints, including availability and use of cartographic base data and definition of
map sheets;

2. Review mapping conduct and mapping support;
3. Review the approach to disseminate and make the research results available.

The first author of this contribution (A.N.) was involved in the geologic mapping
investigation at Ceres to provide support in GIS, cartographic, and data modeling matters.

A discussion for this mapping investigation is timely as it complements the retrospec-
tive from the scientific point of view as provided by Ref. [28,29] and might help to discuss
or even improve future collaborative mapping investigations. Furthermore, by identifying
relevant cartographic requirements and by discussing potentials, a set of recommendations
can be developed, which might guide not only human mappers but also machine-based
mapping performed through AI-based methods in the near future. As autonomous impact-
crater mapping and landform detection and classification have seen new impulses through
machine-learning algorithms [31–36], new research on unit delineation, segmentation, and
classification is likely soon to spawn also in the planetary domain. Those machine-based
methods, however, need to withstand the same criticism when it comes to object models
and cartographic realization. And, while past publications have shown the efficiency of
such tools, they are usually not validated against manually measured data, which would
qualify as the closest we reach a ground truth. This contribution aimed to provide a few
first impulses in this direction.

While quadrangle-based mapping has always been conducted in the past (e.g., the
USGS Geologic Atlas of the Moon), the steps and the requirements from quadrangle-
based mapping to producing a coherent and consistent global cartographic product as an
additional product have never been exploited in any detail thus far. This contribution,
therefore, aims to identify cartographic and data management aspects that help close
this gap. However, for the geologic mapping investigation of Ceres, compilation (or
unification [37]) has never been an objective.

Another point of motivation is that there has been an evolving need to make results
accessible to the public and peer research by introducing strategies for research data
management and data reuse. This investigation attempts to discuss this topic to highlight
aspects related to more efficient planning for future reuse of research data. It aims to
improve the contextualization of research products in order to derive new findings by
linking spatial information more efficiently with each other. A development of this type
would also support initiatives such as GoFair [38]; the Committee on Data for Science and
Technology [39]; Research Data Alliance [40]; and finally, the FAIR-principles [41].

The concrete objectives of this investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. Creating a higher-level cartographic abstraction of the geological mapping investiga-
tion of Ceres to highlight and discuss major cartographic tasks associated with the
mapping investigation;

2. Discussing relevant constituents of the cartographic concept and their implemen-
tation and potential, ranging from data sources and conducting over-mapping to
dissemination and research data management;

3. Providing recommendations based on the lessons learned in this mapping investigation.
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1.3. Structure

In the first part of this contribution, the investigation is contextualized by first intro-
ducing the motivation and requirements for the mapping investigation in general and
by emphasizing the need to review and discuss the cartographic viewpoint. Also here,
the main objectives related to this research and the potential impact beyond the limited
boundaries of this research paper are highlighted. The methodology (Section 2) describes
and discusses the cartographic components within the geologic mapping investigation
and how they were integrated into the overall process and within each project phase. This
section describes the underlying approach for how the geologic mapping investigation was
cartographically conceptualized under given project constraints and how it was logically
designed and implemented. The focus here is put on four core elements: (1) cartographic
base data, (2) the cartographic design concept (sensu stricto), (3) mapping conduct, and
(4) research data and dissemination.

As highlighted in the subsequent section, design freedom for the mapping inves-
tigation was limited due to overarching project definitions. Consequently, the results
(cf. Section 3) will focus on the presentation and discussion of the actual mapping results,
i.e., maps and data products, and the potentials rather than on the mapping management
and coordination itself. In addition, a discussion about the future reuse of mapping results
is given due to the growing relevance of efficient research data management. More im-
portantly, this section will discuss the potential of reaching additional goals and discuss
the required effort and feasibility. This may provide a benchmark for future collaborative
mapping investigations that might be time-constrained. In the conclusions (Section 4), a
synthesis and major recommendations based on this investigation are presented.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Base Data and Data Management

Dwarf planet Ceres has a dimension of (964.4 km × 964.2 km × 891.8 km) ± 0.2 km
and is best represented as a triaxial ellipsoid. For cartographic and mapping purposes, its
shape is reduced to a sphere with a radius of 470 km. Its longitude domain is traditionally
180◦ in the positive east direction with impact crater Kait located at 0.2◦S, marking the
central meridian λ0 [42].

Cartographic base data for mapping consist exclusively of data from the instruments
onboard the Dawn spacecraft as no prior orbital observations exist. As the mission was
still ongoing during the time of the geologic mapping investigation, lower-resolution
base data had to be updated to high-resolution data during the mapping phase, which
ultimately required a more iterative mapping conduct. The main basis for the geologic
mapping investigation was optical data from the dual framing camera instruments (FC),
which consisted of a 1024 × 1024 pixel charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor and a 150 mm
focal-length telescope. During Dawn’s mapping phase, the spacecraft imaged Ceres from
three different orbital altitudes: a 4425 km survey orbit, a 1475 km high-altitude mapping
orbit (HAMO), and a 375 km to 410 km low-altitude mapping orbit (LAMO) [43].

In HAMO, the framing camera took about 2490 clear-filter images with a resolution of
about 140 m/pixel. The individual frames were selected according to homogeneous illumi-
nation conditions and a subset was processed by the FC team to generate a panchromatic
near-global image mosaic [44]. Based on this dataset, 15 map sheets using a traditional
quadrangle schema were created at a map scale of 1:750,000 [44]. During LAMO, the camera
took about 31,300 clear-filter images with an image scale of 35 m/px from which a global
image mosaic was created [45]. Again, based on a subset of that data, a Ceres LAMO atlas
consisting of 62 map tiles with a map scale of 1:250,000 was compiled and published [46].

Based on the HAMO clear-filter image collection, a global digital terrain model (DTM)
was photogrammetrically derived at a scale of 135 m/px (60 pixels per degree) and with a
vertical accuracy of about 10 m [46,47]. The heights are calculated as ellipsoidal heights
and refer to an oblate spheroid (two-axial ellipsoid) with a semi-major axis of 482 km
and a semi-minor axis of 446 km [47]. The digital terrain model not only serves in height
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and relief estimates but also is used for photogrammetric control for the HAMO mosaic.
For the mapping investigation, a global DTM was provided in an equidistant cylindrical
projection. Hemispheric DTMs were provided for both polar regions in polar-stereographic
projections. DTMs for GIS integration are formatted as 16-bit raster images with raster
values representing the height above the reference spheroid with a 1 m binning [47].

While for the geologic mapping investigation, data sources were limited, the decision
was made to not systematically include additional single frames with varying illumination
conditions in order to balance the limited expected information gain and the expected
complexity when adding new data sources. Accordingly, by using the pre-compiled image
mosaic, only a small subset of images has effectively been used for mapping [29,44,45].

Hyperspectral information was also not systematically added to the database
(Figure 1) but was provided for individual mappers if required in order to limit the com-
plexity of the mapping investigation.

Figure 1. Data model as implemented in ESRI’s ArcGIS File-Geodatabase format.

In addition to this base data, feature datasets (FD) were created within ESRI’s ArcGIS
10 File-Geodatabase (FGDB) container to host individual feature classes (FC) containing
the actual mapping information (see Figure 1). The FD concepts allowed us to maintain
a consistent map projection throughout the project for all data that were added into the
FD container. Individual feature classes for geologic mapping contained point, line, and
surface geometries for geological contacts and unit representation. The image data mosaic,
digital terrain mode data, and nomenclature information were added from external sources
to form a consistent dataset.

The map layout and database design were kept minimal to not limit mappers through
too many constraints which could have led to abandoning the data model due to frustration
or conceived technical issues [48]. The original motivation was the implementation of a
data model as presented in Ref. [49] which would put more constraints on mappers.

2.2. Cartographic Concept

While not universally defined, a cartographic concept addresses the way data and
objects are modeled and put into relationship to each other, and defines how they are
cartographically visualized considering the needs of the target audience. With modern
cartography being a wide field, a cartographic concept might be implemented in different
ways for different purposes. The cartographic concept will, here, in its most general form,
be understood as a combination of aspects targeted at managing input data and converting
a topic into a comprehensible form using cartographic techniques. The concept, therefore,
comprises aspects such as base-data selection, as well as cartographic objects and their
relationships, i.e., the digital object model and the cartographic (visualization) model. Due
to the limited variety of source data in this project and due to a number of pre-defined
project constraints, the cartographic concept could not be developed from bottom up but
rather represented a simplified informal top-down approach loosely related to concepts
established at the USGS [50]. The target audience as defined in Ref. [29] were instrument
teams of the DAWN mission as well as planetary researchers that will be working on
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geologic topics, i.e., the same community that performs the actual geologic mapping.
Consequently, no adaptation regarding the topic’s complexity had to be introduced as the
target audience would expect to see and work with the same style of research papers and
maps that they have been used to.

The following paragraphs therefore concentrate on the cartographic representation
and some of the reasoning behind it. This includes specifically the (1) definition of map
sheets including subdivision of the surface into smaller sections in order to carry out this
project globally within the given project time and (2) specification of map products and
map formats, including final map scale, mapping scale, and map projection parameters
to provide a scientifically sound and useful basis for mappers. While being part of the
cartographic concept, a description of the actual mapping conduct and compilation follows
in the next section (Section 2.3). Topics related to the dissemination of mapping results,
including support for data homogenization and archiving for future reuse, are covered
thereafter (Section 2.4).

The underlying framework for this mapping investigation were losely defined through
the approach taken by individuals in USGS-coordinated mapping programs. While certain
aspects were implemented for the actual mapping, it did not include the compilation of
map sheets, neither in digital nor in analog form.

As base data for the geologic mapping investigation of Ceres, quadrangle maps from
the HAMO (1:750,000) and LAMO (1:250,000) observations have been used. They conform
to the quadrangle scheme presented in Greeley and Batson [51] for medium-sized bodies as
outlined in Roatsch et al. [44,45], and they represent dedicated definitions for printed map
sheets. The map scale for the geologic mapping investigation was defined to be 1:500,000
using the LAMO, and to some extent HAMO input data [29]. For polar areas, a map scale
of 1:1,000,000 was defined.

All mapping bases used the pre-defined projection for each quadrangle mosaic. For
the polar areas between 65◦ and 90◦, an azimuthal stereographic projection was employed;
for mid-latitudes, a Lambert conformal conic projection between 21◦ and 66◦ was employed
with standard parallels at 30◦ and 58◦; and for equatorial latitudes between 225◦S and 22◦N,
a secant normal form of the Mercator projection was employed with standard parallels
at 13◦S and 13◦N (Figure 2). In the latitudinal direction, each tile overlaps by 1◦, and this
representation was adopted for the geologic mapping investigation as well. All three map
projections are conformal and thus maintain true shapes, which renders all impact craters
as circular features despite having distortions in lengths and areas with increasing distance
from standard parallels and the projection centers. Due to the ellipsoidal shape of Ceres and
its simplified representation through a sphere, however, the true shape cannot effectively
be maintained.

The mapping database was complemented by a layer for geologic symbols, according
to the planetary geologic symbol set as published by the Federal Geographic Data Com-
mittee (FGDC), as well as metadata information (Figure 1) [52]. Color definitions for units
followed, to a larger degree, the stratigraphic color assignments known from the Moon
and also Mars (cf. Figures 3 and 4). Due to the associative character of color hue as a
cartographic variable, it is straightforward to immediately detect and spatially correlate
similar material units across the map and across map sheets. Material deposited during
similar time periods show variations in visually variable color saturation and color intensity
and thus allows for direct association of various materials formed during the same time
period. Due to the lack of geologic complexity, as mapped in the investigation, unit and
color variations are, however, limited.
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Figure 2. Mapping schema as implemented and applied for the geologic mapping investigation of
Ceres (140 m/pixel, 1:1 M scale [45]). Latitude and longitude are adapted from the Kait coordinate
system, approved by the IAU.

Figure 3. GIS interface with predefined attributes and related symbology.

The map-sheet layer along with symbol configuration contained map-frame definitions
and the standard map graticule for print reproduction. For potential printing of map sheets,
a map template was created (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Symbology as used in the geologic mapping investigation. (a) Linear features, (b) areal
features, and (c) point features. See also Ref. [53].

Figure 5. Mapping templates and principle layouts as distributed for the mapping investigation:
(a) map sheet layout for higher-latitude mapping in the Southern hemisphere in Lambert conformal
conic projection, (b) map sheet layout for mapping polar latitudes in polar stereographic projection,
(c) map sheet layout for mapping in equatorial latitudes in Mercator projection, (d) map sheet layout
for mapping in the Northern hemisphere in Lambert conformal conic projection.
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2.3. Mapping Conduct

Geologic mapping is based on differences in materials indicative of different formation
mechanisms and times. Compositional characteristics are challenging to distinguish in
planetary mapping unless hyperspectral information is used to differentiate units. Differ-
ences are marked by traditional geologic criteria, such as lateral discontinuities, texture
variations, different reflectances or different erosional levels [6]. Thus, terrain and relief
information as well as lighting conditions play a crucial role in the mapping process to
distinguish individual units.

Due to the lack of knowledge about a number of material units, a hybrid mapping
approach has been taken, which also comprises descriptive terms related to texture prop-
erties or other characteristics. This approach is taken frequently for geologic mapping, in
particular for historic maps due to lack of better information.

Geologic mapping was conducted on the panchromatic map-projected image as a
primary dataset for each quadrangle extent (Figure 6). Depending on the mappers’ pref-
erences, units were either defined using geological contacts (contact method) or through
geologically homogeneous areas (area method). The intention was to perform a refinement
mapping based on the global surveying map by Ref. [54] and to iterate further down from
HAMO to LAMO resolution, while the image mosaics were still being produced.

Figure 6. Interface of the GIS-based mapping template.

Mapping scales are commonly set to 3–4 times higher than the map scale in order to
create smooth contact lines that account for the actual map scale. It needs to be kept in mind
at this point that mapping was performed on screen, which translates to a reduction in
effective resolution by a factor of about three due to the difference of screen (about 100 dpi)
to paper-print resolution (about 300 dpi). Mappers were expected to communicate with
each other for homogenizing quadrangle boundaries in terms of geometry and contents [29].

2.4. Research Data and Dissemination

For this mapping investigation, no concrete dissemination plan has been designed
nor was it implemented other than through the production of research papers. While
collaborative geologic mapping represented the core of the main investigation, the project
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did not intend to produce ready-to-print maps for display or as a working basis. Instead,
the aims, as stated in Williams et al. [29] and also previously in Williams et al. [28], were
primarily to provide a geologic context for other instrument teams and for the community
at large to conduct future research. This, accordingly, puts a major constraint on the
mapping investigation itself, which requires the mapping to be completed in the shortest
amount of time in order to serve as a useful basis for decision-making during the mission’s
lifetime. Consequently, the reuse of mapping data and detailed map compilations could
not be prioritized and any post-processing related to map and research-data generation
was not part of the original investigation. In order to provide some degree of reusable
data, however, the mapping coordinators agreed on a basic set of metadata that would
allow archiving all data products and mapping products along with the most basic pieces
of information (see Figure 7).

Geologic mapping results were planned to be published in a Special Issue where each
quadrangle-based investigation is represented by a research paper and accompanied by
the associated geologic mapping.

Figure 7. Metadata allocation for users in order to describe a GIS-based mapping product ([1] = PDS
keyword, [2] = FGDC keyword, [3] = so far not standardized keyword), [4] = so far optional).

3. Discussion of Results

The geologic mapping investigation of Ceres led to a global geologic image with a
scale of 1:10,000,000, HAMO maps at 1:1,000,000 scale, and 15 maps based on LAMO
observations with a scale of 1:500,000, as well as research papers for 13 quadrangle
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investigations [29,55–65]. The global map has not been officially published and is avail-
able upon request only [66]. Individual HAMO/LAMO maps have been included as
higher-resolution figures in each of the cited research papers; however, no maps have been
published as separate map sheets thus far.

After the mapping investigation’s termination, data have been made available via
the data archive zenodo [67] by the first author. This archive also contains a non-unified
version of the global map alongside GIS data packages available for download (Figure 8).

In Sections 3.1–3.3, we highlight three issues in particular: (1) completeness of founda-
tional data, (2) originality of the cartographic concept, and (3) mapping results and reuse.

Figure 8. Map sheet of the global geology of Ceres at 1:2,500,000 as compiled from individual
quadrangle maps in equidistant cylindrical and polar stereographic map projections [45]. The
original data are available at Nass [67]. Note, this is a map sheet merge that was created after the
termination of the geologic mapping investigation. This map and the geologic map image derived
within the project at a scale 1:10,000,000 are different visualizations.

3.1. Completeness of Foundational Data

The employed data basis (see Section 2.1) consists of a subset of available images that
were selected according to homogeneous illumination characteristics within a preceding
project [44,45]. For the HAMO FC observations at Ceres, a total number of 2490 images and,
for LAMO, a total number of 31,300 images were sent back by the DAWN spacecraft. For
the panchromatic image atlas, a total number of 386 images for HAMO—largely from one
single observation cycle—and about 11,550 images for LAMO have been processed [44,45],
translating to roughly 16% of all HAMO and 37% of all LAMO images that have been
included into the Ceres image mosaics and map sheets. As geologic mapping largely relies
on relief and illumination variations for geologic contact tracing, the decision to not include
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all available data might raise some concern. In fact, the majority of the available data basis
has not been incorporated for mapping in any systematic way.

The effects of varying illumination conditions are known, in particular when it comes
to morphometric measurements and to tracing the superposition of units so that views
under varying illumination geometries are crucial for detailed mapping. This holds even
more as there is no validation available. It is therefore likely, that the selection of a foun-
dational data product that has been created with a different target audience in mind (see
the discussion in the next section) has introduced considerable bias and ambiguities that
limit the potential of the final product. It has been shown in van Gasselt and Nass [68] that
geologic mapping based on remote sensing data introduces a number of uncertainties, and
thus by reducing these uncertainties, the integrity of the final product could be improved.
Given the lack of geologic complexity in the mapping area, additional datasets might not
change the overall picture considerably.

However, since data are readily available, small in size, and straightforward to process,
the systematic inclusion of additional data might not have impacted the overall mapping
timeline and would have increased the value of the outcome by making the best use of the
available data.

3.2. Originality of a Cartographic Concept

As outlined in the methodology section, a working cartographic concept requires in-
formation about recipients, i.e., the map readers, in order to tailor the cartographic products
to the needs of the target audience. By reviewing data products from this project, we do
not intend to criticize decisions that are ultimately controlled by other project constraints,
overarching boundary conditions, or future plans. Rather, the authors attempt to discuss
and highlight the potential that different approaches might have or which could be dis-
cussed for future mapping projects. While the projects provide ample material to discuss
decisions and take approaches on even the lowest levels, with chosen map scales being
one of them, the authors want to focus here on the more overarching issue of borrowing a
cartographic concept designed for different target audiences and the consequences.

For the geologic mapping investigation of Ceres, the decision was made to follow the
quadrangle definition as proposed by Greeley and Batson [51] and as employed for the
so-called atlasses of Vesta and Ceres. The original proposition by Greeley and Batson [51]
was published at a time that digital cartography was perceived in a traditional map-making
way and before the introduction of GIS technology in the planetary sciences. At that time,
physical print maps were the only means of communication of cartographic results. And,
print maps have also been a major focus when the collection of image map sheets was
published for Vesta and Ceres, as discussed in Ref. [44,45,69,70], in particular when it comes
to the discussion about map scales and map sheet sizes.

For both Vesta and Ceres, all quadrangle image maps were published and archived in
the Asteroid/Dust Subnode of PDS’s Small Bodies Node. These include

• Map sheets in the portable document format (PDF)l
• Global and quadrangle-based digital raster image mosaics in the PDS IMG format;
• Raster images in GeoTIFF format ready to use for further processing or analysis.

These main datasets were stored alongside extensive metadata and other data deriva-
tives, such as color products [46,71].

While the image map sheets represent valuable and interesting cartographic products
in themselves, it remains to be seen who the target audience will be as it has not been men-
tioned in any of the associated publications. If the target audience is future researchers, it
would be interesting to see how these map sheets are being actually used for investigations,
measurements, or future context studies. Until then, the map products must be seen as
serving a more intrinsic purpose. On the other hand, the foundational global image mosaics
for Vesta and Ceres will likely be used for subsequent studies as they were uploaded to
a central archive and are well described through metadata. Diversity of file formats will
certainly ensure that future reuse and integration into projects are possible. It would have
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been exciting to see a publication of these maps within a modern webGIS platform using
dynamic zoom functionality and a data layer with contours that are filtered and generalized
according to each visualization scale rather than being statically generalized for a single
print resolution. Formats and dissemination platforms reflect that conceptual core idea of
generating print maps in addition to GIS-ready image products for future reuse.

As the geologic mapping investigation of Ceres (and Vesta) copy the quadrangle
scheme into its very own cartographic concept, it would be sensible to assume that the
outcome consists of ready-to-use geologic map sheets as well as digital products which
are eventually published in a public archive. The target audiences are clearly defined in
Williams et al. [28,29]; however, a compilation of print map sheets has not been the aim of
that investigation despite forming the core of the cartographic framework by design. Also,
the introduction of a GIS workflow along with a GIS data model to help maintain data
integrity could not help to create a unified, homogeneous, and consistent output across all
quadrangle boundaries.

After all, there is a significant loss of potential as by using the GIS data model in
its intended and potentially more constraining form, individual quadrangle mappings
could become geometrically, topologically, and semantically consistent, which would have
allowed for a unified map compilation and the creation of rich data layers alongside their
metadata. Also, the derivation of a unified geologic map as a side product would have
been possible. With the combination of digital contours, such geologic maps could become
rich in information and they could be integrated into a webGIS platform with dynamic
zoom functionality and the potential for overlaying additional information.

3.3. Mapping Results and Reuse

The scientific investigation reports along with individual geologic mappings have
been published in the Special Issue “The Geologic Mapping of Ceres“ [29]. A compilation
of maps and reports has been completed by individual quadrangle mappers. Adjustments
of geologic contacts and symbols to homogenize map sheets transitions were encouraged
and have been realized between some quadrangles by the mappers themselves. A final
geometric and topological adjustment of contacts across quadrangle boundaries and homog-
enization of results to compile a unified map has not been carried out as no post-processing
time was allocated for this project. The mapping project was technically completed within
its scheduled time as it was considered complete after all papers were submitted. Individ-
ual quadrangle maps have not been submitted to research data repositories in a consistent
format thus far, and basic post-processing was conducted outside of the project’s timeframe
by the first author (see Figures 8 and 9). A number of mappers decided to provide maps as
higher-resolution figures associated with their publication.

A dataset comprising a compilation of all individual quadrangle mappings has been
uploaded to the archive platform zenodo (zenodo.org, European Organization For Nuclear
Research and OpenAIRE [72]). This includes supporting GIS files and a global dataset
that, however, are not unified as it would have required discussions with individual
mappers about geometric and semantic aspects, which was not achievable after the project’s
scheduled termination [67].

Given the amount of effort that usually goes into joint discussions, mapping defini-
tions, and the development of data models, a higher level of constraints for achieving a
higher consistency and integrity of research data products could have extremely positive
effects on data value by only imposing minor limitations. A more restrictive data model
with more constraints on geometry and topology, including mechanisms for validation,
and a higher degree of consistent generalization, either by enforcing consistent mapping
scales or by extensive post-processing, would undoubtedly have reduced the problem of
inconsistencies along individual map boundaries. This problem is even more pronounced
as mapping quadrangles have overlaps in the latitude direction by design. These prob-
lems are not purely geometrical as each geometry relates directly to the mapping contents.
Thus, the lack of synchronized contacts among most map boundaries causes non-trivial
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challenges for post-processing as this is only reasonable in discussion with individual
mappers. While the decision was made to give individual mappers the maximum amount
of freedom and to not impose any constraints that would limit mappers in their approach,
it also causes non-resolvable challenges when it comes to unifying geometric and semantic
transitions after a project is terminated. The relevance of this, ultimately, will vary from
mapping project to mapping project; however, the imbalance between mapping integrity,
efficiency, and freedom might be hard to justify at the end. When considering the in-
tended target audience, i.e., mission instrument teams and future researchers, one has to
accept that other instrument teams are likely the group who are least able to resolve such
semantic inconsistencies.

Figure 9. Compilation of the 15 map sheets of the mapping investigation of Ceres as overview figure.
For details regarding mapping criteria and map keys refer to the original publications introduced in
the Special Issue “The Geologic Mapping of Ceres” [29].

As it was not designed for the mapping investigation, and due to inconsistencies and
integrity problems as outlined above, no targeted research data management could be
realized. All adjustments and corrections have taken place outside the project’s time frame.

4. Summary and Conclusions
4.1. Summary

This geologic mapping investigation focused on a multi-user quadrangle-based map-
ping approach with individual quadrangles being defined using a map sheet tiling scheme
designed for print maps [51]. Mappers were provided with map and mapping templates,
and the finalized map contents could optionally be incorporated into individual map-sheet
layouts for exporting. The results were published in research papers with maps being
simplified and transferred to figures. While map-sheet compilations for print and display
take up resources to create, compile, review, and revise, it could have been a secondary
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aim of such an investigation for which, however, additional time had to be allocated.
Furthermore, within the boundaries of the geologic mapping investigation, no resources
were committed to producing an archivable and reusable research data product that would
provide a transparent and consistent dataset to be exploited by future researchers.

While the aims of this mapping investigation, as stated in Williams et al. [29], have
been met with respect to the publication of individual geologic investigations, it could be
shown that, by using a more targeted cartographic concept,

1. A global set of HAMO-based geologic quadrangle maps at more conservative map
scales could have been produced as digital datasets as well as analog map sheets;

2. A global geologic map at HAMO resolution could have been compiled with consistent
geometry, topology, and map semantics by making use of the data model;

3. A consistent research data product could have been designed and archived that would
be reusable for future research, in particular for subsequent larger-scale mappings.

Subsequent mapping investigations would then build on these findings and create a
more refined mapping investigation using LAMO data (as currently planned to be carried
out by the USGS). There are plans currently to remap and compile a global map based on
HAMO data and a higher-resolution global geologic map based on LAMO data [73–75].
The LAMO geologic map is planned to be published as a USGS Special Investigation
Map (SIM) at a map scale of 1:3,000,000 for the equatorial region (±60◦N and S) and
1:1,500,000 scale for the polar regions (>60◦N and S) following the standards from the
USGS SIM.

4.2. Recommendations

Research Data Management. The awareness of targeted research data management
and the need for making research results available for future reuse have been growing
significantly over the last decades. Apart from reducing the amount of redundant work,
the strategy would also allow for more indirect reviews among peers and for obtaining
additional insights through the recombination and derivation of research results. In order
to achieve this, not only direct project aims but also strategies for dissemination need
to be developed, as it is already requested by various funding agencies. For a mapping
investigation similar to the use case reported here, dissemination strategies, data integrity
checks, as well as metadata specifications would constitute important points of discussion
during the conceptual phase. Furthermore, dissemination strategies would also allow
for technical constraints to be adjusted and consistency checks to be enforced, which
otherwise would not be implemented. These would be summarized as technical tools for
quality control.

Metadata. Targeted metadata are required to make sure not only can data be found in
the archives but also that a dataset’s lineage and associated researchers are communicated
in a transparent and standardized way. Considerable potential has been lost within this
geologic mapping investigation although common metadata attributes have been agreed
upon. For communication of producers, versions, and other lineage information, it is
of utmost importance to attach at least basic metadata information to each map/dataset
(cf. Figure 7).

Mapping Constraints. One important tool for quality control is the implementation of
targeted mapping constraints. Upon working towards the primary project results, a balance
needs to be found between addressing the needs for targeted research data management
and leaving wide-open research freedom. While this could lead to a discussion about the
role of mapping as a research tool [68], a more pragmatic approach would be to find a
balance discussed within the team and constrained through a mapping data model and
topology rule checks on contacts and units.

Cartographic Support. Geologic mapping investigations, in particular collaborative
ones with an increased level of complexity, depend highly on support from the cartographic
and data management domain. This is important not only for the provision of data,
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templates, and data-support tools but also to increase the level of awareness of the need for
such management.

Print Maps vs. webGIS. It feels timely to start discussing how usable as an asset
cartographic print maps, i.e., traditional map sheets for display and as a work product,
can be assets in the future as efficient tools for exploration. Analog working maps, i.e.,
charts and plans, might be of limited use nowadays in the planetary domain, in particular
as new types of information such as more spatial context cannot be added due to their
static character. Printable map sheets certainly remain beautiful products and demonstrate
the meticulous work and experience that have gone into the creation of such maps. If the
cartographic concept has been well designed, a map sheet compilation is probably a minor
additional step to be taken to complete the investigation. It, therefore, seems even more
important to discuss the implementation of efficient webGIS solutions which allow for
hosting not only the map sheet in digital format but also all cartographic objects along with
their semantic value for querying, measuring, and investigations. The provision of data
layers served over the internet (e.g., OGC/Web Feature Service (WFS) and OGC/Web Map
Services (WMS)) would in addition allow users to access maps using web interfaces or
their own systems and start working with such products. In such a way, these maps could
become new foundational map products to be used as the basis for future investigation.

Iterative Development. While the geologic mapping investigation consists of distinct
phases, the overall conduct is iterative in nature due to new data arriving during the
mapping phases and due to changing mapping foci. The project has shown that constant
communication between mappers and with data management support would have been
needed to arrive at consistent products during the mapping phase.

Planning for Derivative Products. The reviewed investigation has shown that the
compilation of mapping quadrangles could have led to a consistent derivative product
on the global geology of Ceres compiled at a smaller map scale. Consistent mapping
scales, synchronization of unit boundaries at map quadrangle boundaries, and a priori
agreement on the terrain descriptors and their exact delineation would have provided
a more consistent image. An internal iterative review for each quadrangle with its 4–8
adjacent quadrangles could have effortlessly created a highly consistent set of products,
which could then be generalized and simplified systematically to provide input for a
global map. This opportunity has been missed as a wider definition of freedom and lack
of constraints (including reviews) led to geometric and topologic inconsistencies, which
cannot be solved by a cartographer or GIS expert due to a lack of detailed topical knowledge
of the mapper’s view on the local geology and geomorphology.

Joint Concepts. A joint conceptual understanding and common baseline are needed,
not only for the general direction of the mapping investigation but also with respect to
the level of detail and the exact criteria for delineation. Varying topical expertise among
different mappers can easily lead to different mapping foci, and while similar geologic
features might appear across quadrangles, not all mappers have mapped such features.
This further begs the question of how far topical mapping rather than quadrangle mapping
would constitute an additional step for guaranteeing consistent mapping results.
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